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  National Cyber Emergencies Greg
Austin,2020-01-23 This book documents and explains
civil defence preparations for national cyber
emergencies in conditions of both peace and war.
The volume analyses the escalating sense of crisis
around state-sponsored cyber attacks that has
emerged since 2015, when the United States first
declared a national emergency in cyberspace. It
documents a shift in thinking in the USA, from
cooperative resilience-oriented approaches at
national level to more highly regulated, state-led
civil defence initiatives. Although the American
response has been mirrored in other countries, the
shift is far from universal. Civil defence
strategies have come into play but the global
experience of that has not been consistent or even
that successful. Containing contributions from
well-placed scholars and practitioners, this
volume reviews a selection of national experiences
(from the USA, Australia, India, China, Estonia,
and Finland) and a number of key thematic issues
(information weapons, alliance coordination, and
attack simulations). These demonstrate a
disconnect between the deepening sense of
vulnerability and the availability of viable
solutions at the national level. Awareness of this
gap may ultimately lead to more internationally
oriented cooperation, but the trend for now
appears to be more conflictual and rooted in a
growing sense of insecurity. This book will be of
much interest to students of cyber security,
homeland security, disaster management, and
international relations, as well as practitioners
and policy-makers.
  Projects in the Computing Curriculum William
Michael Lloyd Holcombe,1998-07-31 The role of
projects in the computing curriculum is of great
importance in enabling students to explore
different issues when putting theory into
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practice. The Project 98 workshop, from which this
book has evolved, was held in April 1998 at the
University of Sheffield. Projects in the Computing
Curriculum looks at current experiences and ideas
about the many and varied types of University
projects. The papers in this volume cover a broad
cross-section of project styles, presented not
just by staff, but by a few studen ts as well.
This book provides some ideas and experiences that
can be used by others in developing their use of
projects in the computing curriculum. Issues
addressed in the papers in this book include:-
management of project work; assessment of project
work; industrial projects; large group projects;
individual projects.
  Belonging, Identity, and Conflict in the Central
African Republic Gino Vlavonou,2023 Political
conflict in many parts of the world has been
shaped by notions of who rightfully belongs to a
place. The concept of autochthony--that a true,
original people are born of a land and belong to
it above all others--has animated struggles across
postcolonial Africa. But is this sense of
rootedness from time immemorial necessary to
assertions of original being and thus political
supremacy? Belonging, Identity, and Conflict in
the Central African Republic examines how
political conflict unfolds when the language of
autochthony is detached from historical land
claims. Focusing on violent struggles in the
Central African Republic between 2012 and 2019,
Gino Vlavonou explores the social practices,
discursive strategies, and government policies
that emerged in the relentless project of African
state building. Conflict pitted Christian-animist
communities, loosely organized as vigilante groups
under the name anti-Balaka, against Muslim rebels
known as the Séléka. Fighters of the anti-Balaka
claimed that they were autochthonous, the true
Central Africans, reframing their Muslim neighbors
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as foreigners to be expelled. While the country
had previously witnessed episodes of violence,
both peoples had lived together relatively
peacefully and intermarried. The speed and
ferocity with which identity was weaponized
puzzled many observers. To understand this
phenomenon, Vlavonou probes autochthony as a
category of identity that differs from ethnicity
in important ways. He argues that elites and
ordinary citizens alike mobilize the language of
original belonging as identity capital, a resource
to be deployed. The value of that capital is
lodged in what people say and do every day to give
meaning to their identity, and its content changes
across time and space.
  2016 Li Yuming,Li Wei,2022-11-07 China, with the
world's largest population, numerous ethnic groups
and vast geographical space, is also rich in
languages. Since 2006, China's State Language
Commission has been publishing annual reports on
what is called language life in China. These
reports cover language policy and planning
invitatives at the national, provincial and local
levels, new trends in language use in a variety of
social domains, and major events concerning
languages in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau and
Taiwan. Now for the first time, these reports are
available in English for anyone interested in
Chinese languge and linguistics, China's language,
education and social policies, as well as everyday
language use among the ordinary people in China.
The invaluable data contained in these reports
provide an essential reference to researchers,
professionals, policy makers, and China watchers.
  Teaching to the Standards of Effective Practice
Robert Wandberg,John Rohwer,2003 Using a workbook
format, Teaching to the Standards of Effective
Practice: A Workbook to Prepare and Guide a
Successful Teaching Experience is a book designed
to assist and guide a successful student teacher
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experience. This book uses an action and
reflection approach. Using the Interstate New
Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC)
standards as a base, more than 90 chapter
activities support the knowledge and skill
required for successful and effective teaching. In
addition to these activities, self-assessments, a
research-based foundation, expert commentaries,
vignettes, student-to-student tips, and case
studies guide the student teacher to a successful
experience. Designed for student teachers and for
those in the beginning years of their teaching
career.
  Global Chinese Cinema Gary D. Rawnsley,Ming-Yeh
T. Rawnsley,2011-09 The film Hero, directed by
Zhang Yimou and released in 2002, is widely
regarded as the first globally successful
indigenous Chinese blockbuster. A big expensive
film with multiple stars, spectacular scenery, and
astonishing action sequences, it touched on key
questions of Chinese culture, nation and politics,
and was both a domestic sensation and an
international hit. This book explores the reasons
for the film’s popularity with its audiences,
discussing the factors which so resonated with
those who watched the film. It examines questions
such as Chinese national unity, the search for
cultural identity and role models from China’s
illustrious pre-communist past, and the portrayal
of political and aesthetic values, and attitudes
to gender, sex, love, and violence which are
relatively new to China. The book demonstrates how
the film, and China’s growing film industry more
generally, have in fact very strong international
connections, with Western as well as Chinese
financing, stars recruited from the East Asian
region more widely, and extensive interactions
between Hollywood and Asian artists and
technicians. Overall, the book provides
fascinating insights into recent developments in
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Chinese society, popular culture and cultural
production.
  Copyright and the Public Interest in China G. H.
Tang,2011-11 'This brilliant amalgam of law,
history, social analysis and some Confucian
philosophy argues for a distinctive Chinese
approach to copyright and the public interest,
aligning not only the Western commitment to
individual creativity but also supporting public
access to and use of works without the consent of
the copyright holder. The argument involves
fascinating analysis, not only of evolving Chinese
attitudes to education, libraries, archives and
censorship, but also of the profound significance
of the Internet in China today.' Hector MacQueen,
University of Edinburgh, UK 'Guan Hong Tang's book
offers a fresh, insightful and scholarly treatment
of the relationship between the law of copyright
and the public interest in China. Copyright
legislation in China is a novelty, dating from
1990, and Dr Tang provides a vivid overview of the
historical and cultural tensions between
traditional Chinese Confucianism and the very
concept of copyright, tensions which more recent
legislation and case law seek to address.' Gillian
Davies, Hogarth Chambers, UK Guan Hong Tang
expertly highlights how the multidimensional
concept of public interest has influenced the
development and limitations of Chinese copyright.
Since 1990 China has awarded copyright individual
rights but also provides for public, non-criminal
enforcement. The author reveals that pressures of
development, globalisation and participation in a
world economy have hastened the loss of public
interest from copyright. However, for a socialist
country, placing the common ahead of the
individual interest, the public interest also
constitutes a phenomenological tool with which to
limit copyright. The author also discusses how the
rise of the Internet, which has had a major social
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and economic impact on China, raises problems for
Chinese copyright law. Comparing Chinese copyright
law with the USA and the UK, topical issues are
presented in this unique book including those
arising within education, library and archives
sectors. This insightful book will strongly appeal
to students and researchers in IP law, comparative
law, Chinese studies, international commerce and
information science. It will also prove invaluable
for lawyers and consultants with expertise in IP
and China.
  Structure and Evolution Binxing Fang,Yan
Jia,2019-08-05 The three volume set provides a
systematic overview of theories and technique on
social network analysis. Volume 1 of the set
mainly focuses on the structure characteristics,
the modeling, and the evolution mechanism of
social network analysis. Techniques and approaches
for virtual community detection are discussed in
detail as well. It is an essential reference for
scientist and professionals in computer science.
  Networked Public Wei He,2016-10-18 This book
coins the term “Networked Public” to describe the
active social actors in new media ecology. The
author argues that, in today’s network society,
Networked Public Communication is different than,
yet has similarities with, mass communication and
interpersonal communication. As such it is the
emergent paradigm for research. The book reviews
the historical, technological and social context
for the rising of Networked Public, analyzes its
constituents and characteristics, and discusses
the categories and features of social media in
China. By analyzing abundant cases from recent
years, the book provides answers to the key
questions at micro, meso and macro-levels,
including how information flows under regulation
in the process of Networked Public Communication;
what its features and models are; what collective
action strategies and“resistance culture”have been
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developed as a result of Internet regulate; the
nature of power games among Networked Public, mass
media, political forces and capital, and the links
with the development of Chinese civil society.
  Urban Risk Management in China Jianping
Sun,2024-01-23 This book is the culmination of the
author’s research on Urban Risk Management, based
on research on practical applications on risk
prevention and control practice in the industry.
The main goal of this book is to make clear the
concept of urban risk, analyse the objects to
urban risk management, form a cognitive framework,
arrange the practice on Chinese urban risk
management, and finally to form a workable urban
risk management system. Systematically discusses
urban risk prevention and control in terms of its
main forces, mechanisms, systems, and capabilities
and presents a multidimensional pyramidal
management framework between society, market, and
government Improves the typology of academic
courses related to urban risk management and
clarifies different branches of theoretical
concepts and practical applications Provides a
solid foundation for an understanding of how urban
risks evolve from accidents or incidents and
identifies characteristics and patterns in risk
sources Proposes three mechanisms: co-governance,
refined prevention and control, and multilayered
guarantees as part of the full-lifecycle
perspective in risk prevention, control, and
management
  Proceedings of the 2022 International Conference
on Economics, Smart Finance and Contemporary Trade
(ESFCT 2022) Faruk Balli,Au Yong Hui Nee,Sikandar
Ali Qalati,2022-12-28 This is an open access book.
As a leading role in the global megatrend of
scientific innovation, China has been creating a
more and more open environment for scientific
innovation, increasing the depth and breadth of
academic cooperation, and building a community of
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innovation that benefits all. Such endeavors are
making new contributions to the globalization and
creating a community of shared future. To adapt to
this changing world and China's fast development
in the new era, The 2022 International Conference
on Economics, Smart Finance and Contemporary Trade
to be held in July 2022. This conference takes
bringing together global wisdom in scientific
innovation to promote high-quality development as
the theme and focuses on cutting-edge research
fields including Economics, Smart Finance and
Contemporary Trade. This conference aims to boost
development of the Greater Bay Area, expand
channels of international academic exchange in
science and technology, build a sharing platform
of academic resources, promote scientific
innovation on the global scale, strengthen
academic cooperation between China and the outside
world, enhance development of new energy and
materials and IT, AI, and biomedicine industries.
It also aims to encourage exchange of information
on frontiers of research in different areas,
connect the most advanced academic resources in
China and the world, turn research results into
industrial solutions, and bring together talents,
technologies and capital to boost development.
  China and Cybersecurity Jon R. Lindsay,Tai Ming
Cheung,Derek S. Reveron,2015-03-02 China's
emergence as a great power in the twenty-first
century is strongly enabled by cyberspace.
Leveraged information technology integrates
Chinese firms into the global economy, modernizes
infrastructure, and increases internet penetration
which helps boost export-led growth. China's
pursuit of informatization reconstructs industrial
sectors and solidifies the transformation of the
Chinese People's Liberation Army into a formidable
regional power. Even as the government censors
content online, China has one of the fastest
growing internet populations and most of the
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technology is created and used by civilians.
Western political discourse on cybersecurity is
dominated by news of Chinese military development
of cyberwarfare capabilities and cyber
exploitation against foreign governments,
corporations, and non-governmental organizations.
Western accounts, however, tell only one side of
the story. Chinese leaders are also concerned with
cyber insecurity, and Chinese authors frequently
note that China is also a victim of foreign cyber
-- attacks -- predominantly from the United
States. China and Cybersecurity: Espionage,
Strategy, and Politics in the Digital Domain is a
comprehensive analysis of China's cyberspace
threats and policies. The contributors -- Chinese
specialists in cyber dynamics, experts on China,
and experts on the use of information technology
between China and the West -- address cyberspace
threats and policies, emphasizing the vantage
points of China and the U.S. on cyber exploitation
and the possibilities for more positive
coordination with the West. The volume's multi-
disciplinary, cross-cultural approach does not
pretend to offer wholesale resolutions.
Contributors take different stances on how
problems may be analyzed and reduced, and aim to
inform the international audience of how China's
political, economic, and security systems shape
cyber activities. The compilation provides
empirical and evaluative depth on the deepening
dependence on shared global information
infrastructure and the growing willingness to
exploit it for political or economic gain.
  Église, politique et démocratie Solomon
Andria,2022-09-05 Quel est le rôle du chrétien et
de l’Église dans la société africaine francophone
? Comment contribuer à la stabilité sociale pour
le bien-être de tout citoyen et au développement
du citoyen, corps et âme ? Les auteurs de cet
ouvrage cherchent à encourager les chrétiens
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africains à réfléchir à ces questions importantes
au regard des instabilités politiques qui
traversent l’Afrique. Ils donnent des précisions
sur certains concepts et termes clés comme
démocratie, politique, théologie. Ils font
également référence à l’histoire pour faire
comprendre la situation politique actuelle en
Afrique. C’est en connaissant et en comprenant
mieux la situation politique de son pays que
chaque croyant et citoyen pourra s’engager à bâtir
la société dans la vérité et la justice, dans la
sainteté et la consécration.
  Collaborative Networks and Their Breeding
Environments Luis M. Camarinha-Matos,Hamideh
Afsarmanesh,Angel Ortiz,2006-03-09 Progress in
collaborative networks continues showing a growing
number of manifestations and has led to the
acceptance of Collaborative Networks (CN) as a new
scientific discipline. Contributions to CN coming
from multiple reference disciplines has been
extensively investigated. In fact developments in
CN have benefited from contributions of multiple
areas, namely computer science, computer
engineering, communications and networking,
management, economy, social sciences, law and
ethics, etc. Furthermore, some theories and
paradigms defined elsewhere have been suggested by
several research groups as promising tools to help
define and characterize emerging collaborative
organizational forms. Although still at the
beginning of a long way to go, there is a growing
awareness in the research and academic world, for
the need to establish a stronger theoretical
foundation for this new discipline and a number of
recent works are contributing to this goal. From a
utilitarian perspective, agility has been pointed
out as one of the most appealing characteristics
of collaborative networks to face the challenges
of a fast changing socio-economic context.
However, during the last years it became more
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evident that finding the right partners and
establishing the necessary preconditions for
starting an effective collaboration process are
both costly and time consuming activities, and
therefore an inhibitor of the aimed agility. Among
others, obstacles include lack of information
(e.g. non-availability of catalogs with normalized
profiles of organizations) and lack of
preparedness of organizations to join the
collaborative process. Overcoming the mismatches
resulting from the heterogeneity of potential
partners (e.g. differences in infrastructures,
corporate culture, methods of work, and business
practices) requires considerable investment.
Building trust, a pre-requisite for any effective
collaboration, is not straight forward and
requires time. Therefore the effective creation of
truly dynamic collaborative networks requires a
proper context in which potential members are
prepared to rapidly get engaged in collaborative
processes. The concept of breeding environment has
thus emerged as an important facilitator for wider
dissemination of collaborative networks and their
practical materialization. The PRO-VE'05 held in
Valencia, Spain, continues the 6th event in a
series of successful working conferences on
virtual enterprises. This book includes selected
papers from that conference and should become a
valuable tool to all of those interested in the
advances and challenges of collaborative networks.
  Artificial Intelligence and Security Xingming
Sun,Jinwei Wang,Elisa Bertino,2020-09-12 The 3-
volume set CCIS 1252 until CCIS 1254 constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the 6th International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence and
Security, ICAIS 2020, which was held in Hohhot,
China, in July 2020. The conference was formerly
called “International Conference on Cloud
Computing and Security” with the acronym ICCCS.
The total of 178 full papers and 8 short papers
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presented in this 3-volume proceedings was
carefully reviewed and selected from 1064
submissions. The papers were organized in topical
sections as follows: Part I: artificial
intelligence; Part II: artificial intelligence;
Internet of things; information security; Part
III: information security; big data and cloud
computing; information processing.
  AI Development and the ‘Fuzzy Logic' of Chinese
Cyber Security and Data Laws Max
Parasol,2021-12-16 The book examines the extent to
which Chinese cyber and network security laws and
policies act as a constraint on the emergence of
Chinese entrepreneurialism and innovation.
Specifically, how the contradictions and tensions
between data localisation laws (as part of Network
Sovereignty policies) affect innovation in
artificial intelligence (AI). The book surveys the
globalised R&D networks, and how the increasing
use of open-source platforms by leading Chinese AI
firms during 2017–2020, exacerbated the apparent
contradiction between Network Sovereignty and
Chinese innovation. The drafting of the Cyber
Security Law did not anticipate the changing
nature of globalised AI innovation. It is argued
that the deliberate deployment of what the book
refers to as 'fuzzy logic' in drafting the Cyber
Security Law allowed regulators to subsequently
interpret key terms regarding data in that Law in
a fluid and flexible fashion to benefit Chinese
innovation.
  Artificial Intelligence: From Beginning To Date
Zixing Cai,Lijue Liu,Baifan Chen,Yong
Wang,2021-05-25 This English edition monograph is
developed and updated from China's best-selling,
and award-winning, book on Artificial Intelligence
(AI). It covers the foundations as well as the
latest developments of AI in a comprehensive and
systematic manner. It is a valuable guide for
students and researchers on artificial
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intelligence.A wide range of topics in AI are
covered in this book with four distinct features.
First of all, the book comprises a comprehensive
system, covering the core technology of AI,
including the basic theories and techniques of
'traditional' artificial intelligence, and the
basic principles and methods of computational
intelligence. Secondly, the book focuses on
innovation, covering advanced learning methods for
machine learning and deep learning techniques and
other artificial intelligence that have been
widely used in recent years. Thirdly, the theory
and practice of the book are highly integrated.
There are theories, techniques and methods, as
well as many application examples, which will help
readers to understand the artificial intelligence
theory and its application development. Fourthly,
the content structure of the book is quite
characteristic, consisting of three parts: (i)
knowledge-based artificial intelligence, (ii)
data-based artificial intelligence, and (iii)
artificial intelligence applications.It is closely
related to the core elements of artificial
intelligence, namely knowledge, data, algorithms,
and computing powers. This reflects the authors'
deep understanding of the artificial intelligence
discipline.
  Chinese Media, Global Contexts Lee Chin-
Chuan,2003-09-02 This book provides the most
expert, up-to-date, and multidisciplinary analyses
on how the contemporary media function in that is
rapidly becoming the world's largest market. As
the West, particularly the United States, tries to
integrate China into the 'civilized world' through
the extension of global capitalism, Chinese Media,
Global Contexts examines how globalizing forces
clash with Chinese nationalism to shape China's
media discourses and ideology. Conversely, this
book also asks if the media provide a site and
forum for contestation between different social
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classes and ideologies in China.--Back cover.
  不敢止步：一个软件工匠的12年 ���,2014-11-01 �����������������
��������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������——����������������
�������������IT�����������������������������IT����
��������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������
  Cyberspace Safety and Security Jaideep
Vaidya,Xiao Zhang,Jin Li,2020-01-03 The two
volumes LNCS 11982 and 11983 constitute the
proceedings of the 11th International Symposium on
Cyberspace Safety and Security, CSS 2019, held in
Guangzhou, China, in December 2019. The 61 full
papers and 40 short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 235
submissions. The papers cover a broad range of
topics in the field of cyberspace safety and
security, such as authentication, access control,
availability, integrity, privacy, confidentiality,
dependability and sustainability issues of
cyberspace. They are organized in the following
topical sections: network security; system
security; information security; privacy
preservation; machine learning and security;
cyberspace safety; big data and security; and
cloud and security;
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